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Personal-ly
speaking
Pieacher plain talk
' The most of the time when we preachers
preach, we are speaking to congregations made
up of the laity. It is not often that preachers
·.preach to preachers. Perhaps this underlines the
importance of having such organizations a~ the
Arkansas Baptist Pastors' Conference, in the
meetings of which nearly everybody is ,a preacher
or a preacher's wife.
·
You will read elsewhere in this issue the digest
of a sermon Pastor 'Clifford Palmer of Grand
Avenue Church, Ft. Smith, preacher at the recent
Pastors' Conference. We will not try to repeat it
here- Brother Palmer does not se-em- to have any
difficulty expressing himself. ·· -Pastor Palmer deals with one matter that has
caused ·some wonderment on our part for some
time. That is the contrast between the average
. Baptist Sunday morni:p.g "worship" service and
the Sunday night "evangelistic" service.
We are not going into consideration of why
one service should be more or less formal than
the other-read what Brother Palmer has to say
on this. But there is another and related matter.
If one service is going to be rriore fl,imed at getting
.people saved than another, why should that not be
the Sunday morning service when ther.e are at
least two or three time~ as -many people on hand
as turn out for the Sunday night service.
J
Of course, there are not many lost people coming even Suhday morning, but the prospect of having at least spme in the congregation who need to
accept Christ is better at the morning than at the
evening service.
This has not always been the case. Years ago,
many of the churches liad as ·big or bigger attendance on Sunday night than on Sunday morJ:ting.
So, the fact that the night s'ervice is the one with
the evangelistic emphasis· is probably a hold-over
from a day_now dead and gone.
One item more: more and more of our church' es are referring to deacons as ' 'The Board of Deacons.,,. In the context of our business world, this
gives the impression that the deacons run' the
church ·or make decisions for it. If this is actually
the case it is the rankest here~y. The New T.estaPage Two

ment church is always self-governing, with the deacons in the role of service, not government.
Be sure to read Brother Palmer l

IN THIS ISSUE:
REFORMS NEEDED to help cure the sickness · in America · today are .suggested by Dr.
Charles Ashcraft, · state convention executive secr.e tary, in his column, found on page 4.
OFFICERS ELECTED by the education and
music .workers. in the state are pictured on p,age 6.
.
... . . . 1 .
THE VIE TNAM W AR and the perils it holds
for U. S. fighting men, and even future fighting
men, is portrayed on this_ week's cover. See p~ge
7 for th~ 'C?Ver story-.
'
·
.
A DIGEST of the address _to the Arkansas
Baptist Pastors' Conference, by Clifford Palmer, ·
begins on page 8.
'soME REPORTS on the meetings of other'
state conventions i~ found on page 24. An analysis
of actions and issues· at these conventions is offered by a Baptist Press writer. See editorial comment on page 3.
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___________;__________Editorials
Issues before Baptists ·in t69
A wrap-up story from the Baptist Press indi~
cates that Southern Ba·p tists, in their 29 state· conventions this f~ll, dealt mainly with problems in
three areas-an increasing difficulty ·in the fin ancing of Baptist colleges;· doctrinal matte1~s, including policies on seating messengers from churches
practicing ''alien immersion'' and ''open communion''; and the continuing war in Vietnam.
· Said Baptist Press writer Jim Newton:
"With almost amazing repetition, the 29 Baptist state conventions dealt with one or more of
these issues. To read reports from the meetings
was almost like- hearing .a broken record repeating
the same things over and over." But there was
enough dealing with individual convention matters
to make each report "uniquely different" at certain points, he continued. ·
·
No less than eight conventions dealt with major
constitutional changes. or restrncture study ~e
ports. Half a dozen took varying actions on sex education in ·public schools. Another half dozen con..:
demned bn.sinesses remaining open on Sundays,
and another half dozen opposed legislation or elections concerning liquor by the drink.
T1e over-all ·impression, states Mr. Newton, is

.Visual-audio

pr~se ntation

The color-slide presentation 01 the wor~ of the
.Arkansas Baptist Newsmagazine and the various
departments of the work of the Arkansas Baptist
State Convention, given on Wednesday night of
the annual meeting recently ·o f the State Convention, in Ft. Smith, received a hea;rty response from
the messengers. At the conclusion of this part of
the service the messengers gave enthusiastic applause in hand clapping. .
Each department and division had worked out
its own set of color slides, under a committee headed by State Sunday School Secretary Lawson Hatfield, and Mr. Hatfield and his committee then
worked all of the slides into .a composite of re.
markable unity and coherence.
Channel 4 Television Commentator Lonnie Gib.
bons, a member of Park Hill Church, North Little Rock, with the assistance of the Convention's
Executive Secretary Charles Ashcraft, prepared
the professionally taped commentary. The use of
three projectors simultaneously added to the efDECEMBER 4, 1969

that the 1969 state conventions could be generally
described as "conservative," though "no one adjective or label could appropriately apply to .all."
More . conventions passed resolutions on the
Vietnam war than -on any other one issue, a total
of 11 different states adopting resolutions. The
most of these. commended President Nixon for his
efforts to fi:rid a just and honorable peace and assured him of Baptist prayers to this end.
Two conventions-Hawaii and North Carolina
-refused -to· approve resolutions supporting the
established procedures for conscientious objectors,
while T.exas Baptists approved its Christian Life
Commission report pledged "to respect the conscientiousness of those who feel they should partie,..
ipate in war as well a~ those whose Christian conviction is that they should not participate.''
California convention, as did the Arkansas convention, named a special committee to study convention policies on ~embe:tship requirements for
messengers. In New Mexico, the convention defeated a constitution amendment off.ered from the floor
that ·would have provided that no church be recognized by the · convention that practices '',alien immersion"-accepts as church members persons
•
baptized by non-Baptist churches.

hailed

fectiveness o.f the featur-e.
· Many who saw the ''show" are s'aying, "If only
this could be pre~ented to all -of the people."
Ther.e may be a possibility that some plan can
be worked out for the showing of the slides in at
least some sections of the state,
1
Those of us in the Baptist Buildlng""are delighted that the program went over so well. But
now we are on the spot as we look to next November and to succeeding years.
As Hatfield has commented, we cannot just do
the same thing next year, for, as he said, "people
w~re not nearly so interested even in seeing pictures from the moon the second time as they had
been the first." , ·
One thing we can nail down. H~ving a presentation that appeals to the eye as well as to the
ear is 'w.ay ahead of just more· talk, 'talk, talk. .Perhaps some of those of you who read this will have
suggestions for us as we plan for future presen·
tations.
PattJe Three

The people speakThe Michigan work
I appreciate .the article in the Nov.
20th issue of the N ewma.gazine concerning .Michigan Baptists, for I was
one of the group who went to Michigan last year in the interest of "Project 500." However, in order to set the
record straight, Delta Association
should be added to the list of churches
giving suppor t to the work in Michigan during this year.
Delta Baptist Association, in Arkansas, began the first of this year to send
a monthly check .to Southeastern Baptist Association, in Michigan, to help
them begin a mission in the southern
part of Monroe, Mich. At the end of
:September we had contributed $1,200,
and we, continue to send a check each
month for $150.

1 must say iff..

Areas of needed reform
DR. CHARLES ASHCRAFT
Executive Secretary
Arkansas Baptist State Convention
BY

: Great leaders are saying our country
is sick, our churches are sick, our people are !lick, the economy is at a ·fright. ful low. The American people are sick,
, sick of the govern·
ment, sick of themselves, ~ick of most
everything,
even
'
thPi'l" religi6n. · Now
.ft• HIIIIIIIIl
what will it take to
health and
Since the
has been
made, who will prescribe, and what?
DR. A1IKWT
Perhaps the restless
natives would behRve more acceptably
if there was reform ·in certain areas.
May I suggest areas of reform.

This mission was started on the firsrt
Sunday in March, and operates under
the name "Albain Road Baptist Chapel." Its local church sponsor is Dundee
Baptist Church, Dundee, Michigan. Rev.
W. David Sapp, a student at Southern
Seminary, Louisville, is serving as their
Jiliistor.
-- 1. The laws -of the land must be revised with greater equanimity and jusThe people in Delta Association are tice. ;Some laws could be stricken from
glad to support this missionary under- the boolts, others could bear more intaking.-Noel Barlow, Delta Baptist As- terpretation. Intelligent people might
sociation, Dermott, Ark.
obey intelligent laws, who knows?

Book of Genesis

1

When I was a lad of six· or seven
years, 0 . M. Stallings was pastor of the
Greenwood Baptist Church to which my
parents belonged and to which they
took me regularly. One Sunday as we
left the church the pastor patted me
on the head and made the remark that
the day might come whe:n I should be
~ preacher•. He probably never even remembered saying that, but I never forgot it. · As far as my memory goes that
was the very first impression that I
had toward the ministry.
Doctor Stallings has written his sec-ond book. It is The Grace of God in
Genesis. It is scripturally and scientifically sound, because as he points out
"there . is no tangible conflict between
troe science and holy Scripture." I like
his ·reasoning 'in which he points out
that he prefers Moses' account much
better than Darwin's because "he was
much closer to the subject at the time
of his writing.''

2. The penal system of the nation
:must be made more rehabilitative, only
2. percent are really sent back to society as acceptable citizens.
3. The image of law enforcement officers must be improved. He who is legally authorized to carry a loaded gun
must have character, and a suitable
pay scale.
4. The morals of the government must
be brought in line with the morals required of its citizens. Corrupt government begets a people with bad manners.
5. A complete revision, reorganizaand enlargement of the Supreme
Court to hear every controversial per-

tio~,

Memorial listing
of Vietnam dead

The fine spirit of this godly author
is reflected in this typical comment;

Those who know service men
who have given their Uves in Vietnam please send their names,
rank, home church, and date of
death to me at Ouachita Baptist
University, Box 862, Arkadelphia,
to be included in the Memorial
list.- George T. Blackmon

''Isn't the God of Abraham, Isaac and
· Jacob wonderful? No wonder one of the
titles of Christ was "Wonderful'' for
' through him, I, too, · have · JehovahJireh as my divine, · kindly proVidence."_

This is a brief (80 pages), terse,
helpful · treatise on Genesis which I
highly recommend for laymen and
preachers alike.-Robert S. Scales, Trinity . Church, Oklahoma City
,
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taining to basic human rights. The
court refuses to hear over 2,000 cases
annually.
6. A complete study of the costs of
hos-pitalization, medicines, doctors' fees,
insurance and taxes with a view to
bring them into perspective with other
basic living costs.
7. Standardization of traffic lawS' and
driving procedures across the United
States. The American people can read
an intelligent sign.
8. Complete revision of the court system assuring offenders of a free and
speedy trial with consistent fines and
penalties. Also extending to the SIOlid,
steady, stable, dependable, constructive
'citizens' equal rights with the criminals.
9. The reconstruction of the State Department, Defense •Department and foreign affairs arrangements which would
assure the people of this nation that
they will no·t be required to fight everyone's war a~d pay all the bills of
the world, or presume _to sit in ju.dgment on all the internal problems of
other countries. '
10. A system of investments - of. social security monies to assure the fulfillment of the vast benefits promised
the American people.
11. More participation of politics and
holding of public office by Christian
people.
12. Renewal within the gospel preaching churches of America, which in itself may be the key to all the suggested
reforms listed above.
·
The American people pay the .costs
of government, let's give them a reason
to be happy and well behaved. A reformation is needed for this gr;im hour.
Most every degree of progress since
the time of. permanent records has been
initiated by a person who was unhappy
about the situation, and who inaugurated corrective procedures. Deep convictions
and
revolutionary
f~lings
spurred him onward.
Any man is no more or no less than
the sum total of his convictions. What
a man feels and , how much he feels it,
establishes the dimensions of his contribution to God t.nd his fellow man.
We will either stand for rigl)t or fall
before wrong ••. • I must say it!
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------------.:...-Arkansas all over
New Hope deacon
Bill S. Watson was ordai~ed as a
deacon of First Church, Hope, during
the evening service on Nov. 23. The ordaining council was composed of the
pastor, Gerald W. Trussell, and the active deacons of the church. The ceremony of laying on of hands by the pastor and deacons was followed by the
congregation extending to the new deacon the hand of commendation.
'

Mr. Watson has been a member of
First Church for more than ten years.
During this time he has taught a men's
Bible class and served on many committees. He was chairman of the Budg·
et Planning committee last year.
At present he is serving as superin11
~=:.nt of the Grades 10 & departHis wife is the former Sybil Newton, their daughter Debbie is a secondyear student at Ouachita University,
and daughter Barbie is a sixth grader.
Mr. Watson is an executive of the ·cornbelt Hatcheries.

Palestine dedication held
Dedication services were held recent·
ly :tor the new Palestine Baptist Church
which is located just north of Quitman,
in Little Red River Association.
~onstructed of brick veneer paneling,
th1s 5,328 square foot plant includes a
sanctuary with seating capacity of 825,
--wall to wall carpet, oak furniture
stained glass windows, baptistry; of:
fice/library c om b i: n at .i o n; pastor's
study; kitchen and fellowship hall;. and
ten cl-assrooms. Much of the labor and

material was donated by church members. The total cost was approximately
$45,000.
Serving on the building and finance
committees were Alton Parrish, Jack
Moore, Walter Griffith, Charlie Todd,
Maurice ·Basden, Fred Kennedy, and
Wayne · Moore. Those serving on the
decorating committee were Lema Turney; Pat Moore, Patsy . Swaffar and
Norma Barger. Kelly Tingle is the pastor. ·

Beacon lights of Baptist history

Sentimental or sacramental*
BY BERNES K. SELPH, Tlt.D.
PASTOR, FIRST CHURCH, BENTON

It is easy to slip from simple,,. sentimental acts in religious exercises to
sacramental concepts. Those who have started with a beautiful idea have found
it to boomerang into an expected ritual. That which began as an innocent gesture
may become a substitute for God's commandments or an addition to them.

Conference set
at Southern College
The annual Church Efficiency Con-·
ference will be held on the campus of
S?uthern College Dec. 8·10.
The main speakers will be Dr. Clark
. Pinnock, for:mer professor of theology;
Chaplain Richard Perkins, Captain,
United States Army; Rev. Bill Affolter, missionary; Dr. Jimmy Milliken,
-professor of religion; Rev. Bobby Moore,
pastor of Fairlawn Church, Memphis,
Tenn.; Dr. Fred Savage Jr., professor
of religion; and Dr. H. E. Williams,
president of Southern Baptist College.·
DECEMBER 4, 1969

Eugenio Kincaid found this to be so. when he went out to Burma in the
1820's. Before he arrived, a custom had be~n established by the missionaries
known as "The Great Bles&ing." Parents, and other relatives of ·the new born
babe, were invited to a prayer meeting for the purpose of commending~the child
to God and imploring his blessingSI upon it. Sometimes the baby was named at
these ceremonies. The meetings varied from private to ·public worship services.
The custom grew into something like a sacrament. Mention was made of it in
the list of Christian ordinances QY some of the churches in that area.
Kincaid did not know of this emphasis until a group of mothers presented
their babies in arms before him one morning at the close of services, requesting
"The Great ·.Blessing." 'S urprised, the missionary told them he m1,1st be excused,
but if they would be present the next Sunday he would explain why he asked
to be excused. Upon inquiry h~ learned that a native teacher from another station .
visiting among the converts had instru«ted .the mothers to make this request.
Next Sunday, the missionary preached on the ordinances: He clearly explained that "The Great Blessing" as a rite was · practiced neither by the New
Testament churches, nor by the Baptist churches which sent him out to Burma.
Neither could he. It was through his protestation that the custom was abandoned.
•G. Winifred Hervey, The Story of Baptist Missions in Foreign Lands (St.
Louis, Chauncy R. BS:rns, f886) pp. 322-23
r
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Deaths
James Luck, 47 ,

Feminine intuitio.n'
.by Harriet. Hall

James Luck, 47, a teacher in Magnolia Junior High School, died Nov. 14,
following a brief "illness.
A native of Monticello, Mr. Luck .was
a son of the late Rev. and Mrs. J. B.
Luck. He was a graduate 1 of Ouachita
Seminary,
University, Southwestern
Ft. Worth, and had operated the Magnolia Youth Tour Club for the past f6
years.

Missionary letters
As I sit at my desk (to get technical, it is my kitchen table this morning)
I have spread out before me three' missionary letters, Two 'of them are from
Miss Josephine .Scaggs in Nigeria and the other is from Mrs. Finlay Graham in
\Lebanon. ·
'

Here are excerpts from Jo Scaggs' first letter; written in mid-October: "I
came in from Ahua by boat to help in the Pastors' School, Refugee . Oamps, and
Baptist student work in the five State High Schools here in Port Harcourt. . . ,
there are tremendous needs in Ahua. But at present I can only go by military
He had served as pastor of churches at permits for one . or two weeks at a time .. , Last week my rented house was
Wesson, Salem, and Midway. He taught a clinic .for the sick and children with kwashikwor (starvation) . Last year hundreds
school at Chidester and Stamps before of men were carried off by the army and haven't been heard from since. Their
wives are penniless and their children are starving. These children with hands,
joining the .Magnolia school system.
feet, faces, and tummies swollen almost to the point of bursting were brought
He is survived by his widow, the for- to me from morning till night with high fever, coughs, worms, and diarrhea.
mer Miss Devona Meeks of Camden; a With medicines, milk, and protein foods provided by Southern. Baptists I mindaughter, Janie, 2; two brothers, Joe istered hour after hour with an aching heart for these suffering ones. Pray for
Fred Luck, a pastor of Houston, and them and for their mothers." She casually added, "On Wednesday I went to
his twin brother, Frank, of Chicago;, Odiahide (8 miles) and returned on my motor skooter."
·
and two sisters, Miss Mary Luck and
Jo's second letter, received only a few days ago, included the following: "I
Mrs. Leonard Horton, both of Magnolia.
am teaching in the Pastors' School in Port Harcourt since I am not allowed
Friends of Mr. Luck have started a to go back to Ahua or any part of the Ahoada Division. The pace of. the wa:r
memorial fund toward the education of ~ picked up tremendously . .They are bombing airports and oil installations mainhis daughter. Contributions may be de- ly. Don't worry about us. Pray for our people in A.hoada Division who are sufposited with the Trust Department at fering so much."
First National Bank, Magnolia.
From Julia Graham, whose husband wrote ".Sons of Ishmael" came this recent
letter: "Despite the perplexed condition of ·the country, we enjoy peace and quiet
at the seminary (the Arab Baptist Seminary in Beirut, Lebanon) becaus.e of its·
James S. Watkins
comparative seclusion in the Lebanon foothills, six miles east of the curfew arep.
James Samuel Watkins, 88, Waldo, at the capital." Then she closes the letter by saying, "Sons of Ishmael! How
who died recently, was a native of s4all they hear? They will hear as you pray earnestly and give liberally, and. as
Columbia County and a graduate of young people re!!pond positively to the Bltill persistent plea of our Lord, 'whom
Ouachita College (now University) . 1
shall I send, and who will go for us?' May many answer, 'Here am I, Lord, send
· ·
.·
As a young man he taught summer me.'"
COIIIIIIMh lOggtltiOIII, or I!VtltiOal, llllf •• lddrHI.. to Mrt, And._ Hl\1, Mt, lllllllfall Drlwo,
school at Qollege Hill. From 1906 to -hrttt•wlllt, Ark.
1950, "'hen he retired, he was in busi- ·b er of the Waldo school board for 30 · Mrs. Cecil Shuffield, Li~tle Rock; five
years.
brothers, Ben and Dewey Watkins,
ness in Waldo.
.
•
.
,
•· both of Waldo; Jess; Texarkana; HobFor many years Mr. Watkins was
-8Ul'Vlvors mclude: his Widow, Mrs. son ·Greenville Tex • and Joe Junction
teacher of a men's Bible class and dea- Julia Ann Fineh.er Watkins, Waldo; a Cit~; and two 'siste~~. Mrs. a.:aee Lumcon in Memorial Church, Waldo, which son, James Watkms~ Wa~do;. two daugh- ley, Dallas, and Mrs. John Stevens,
he helped to establish. He ·was a mem- ters, Mrs. J. E. 0 Damel, Waldo, and Sta~ps .

An ordained Baptist minister, Mr.
Luck was serving as interim pastor of
Village Church at the time of his death.

.Editor .visits .Piggott

OFFICERS elected by the Arkansas Baptist ReligioU{J Education-Mu·sic Association at their meeting last week were (left) Ray McClung, ,
:pecretaiy-treasurer;-Joe Santo, first vice president; Amon Baker:, presi-dent; and David Tate, second vice president.
Page Six

Editor Erwin L. McDonald of the
Arkansas Baptist Newsmagazine will
be· in. Piggott Sun<lay, Dec. 7, for a visit
~t First Church, Kenneth Threet, pastor, and will preach at the evening
service.
The Piggott church rbeently inauR"Urated a television ministry.
DEAR JOHN . • • •
and other pastors and superintendents • .••
Due to a limited number of
reservations (probably due to the
Hog-Steer football game), and
after consultation-we must caneel the General · Officers' Retreat
at Paron for December 5th and
6th.
Sorry •bout that! Lawson Hat·
field, Sunday School ·S ecretary
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Your state convention at work
Ridgecrest and Glorieta 1970
Church Training leadership conferences

.

GLORIETA

June 5-7-Early Bird Leadership Conference (Primarily for church staffs and ·
their families)
·
June 7-13-Leadership Conferences (Designed for ·adults 18 years and above ·
and for youth ages 15-17 who are leaders or potential leaders in their churches 1
-limit to. 10 youth plus counselors from a church).
~
June 17-20-Leadership conferences-same as above
June 21-24-Fast track church training leadership and special interest conferences. Provision for child_ren ·and youth only i~ accompanied by a parem.

Christ the answer
Two thousand years after
earthly ministry of our Lord
sus Christ, war continues to
the wholesale barbarity of
called civilized nations.

the
Jebe
so-

The long-drawn-out, .bloody, undeclared war in Vietnam continues to be a black cloud on the
horizon for youngsters such as
the boy on our cover this week,
not to mention the more than
400,000 of our forces still on the
firing line.

June 25-July 1-Combined Sunday School and Church Training Conferencesfor adults 18 years of age and above, and children and youth only if accompanied
by a ·parent.
·
RIDGECREST
July 9-15-Church Training Leadership conferences and Youth Leadership conferences-for adults 18 years of age apd above and for youth 15-17 years of age
who are leaders or potential leaders-limited to 10 youth plus counselors from a
church.
July 16·22-Same as above
July 23~2~-Combin~d Sunday School and Chur<:h Training conferences, for
adults. Provision for children and youth only if accompanied by a parent.
Write to Church Training Department, 106 Baptist Building Little Rock for
Ridgecrest and Glorieta folders which g·ive complete informatlon.
'
'

Southerland called
to Holly Springs

~

1

1

It is never too late
It is never too late to make plans
··
and to train leadership.

James C. Southerlan!l Jr. has been
Associational Brotherhood Directors
c·alled as pastor of ' Holly Springs
Church. Mr. Southerland is a graduate should plan and conduct a training ses(As this was being written,
· of Ouachita Uhiver- sion for church Brotherhood officers.
President Nixon had just put into
s it y
Arkadelphia, These would include the Brotherhood'
effect the new draft lottery.)
where he received director, Baptist Men's officers and
War is a horrible reminder of
the B.A. degree, and Royal Ambassador leader, committeeman's basic depravity and of his
from Souther;n Sem- men, and counselors. The training sesneed for the eternal security that
inary,
Louisville, sion can mean much to the effectiveonly God can provide, through his
' where he received ness of the total. Brotherhood program
only begotten son. Facing one
the B.D. degree. Mr. of the church as well as the association.
day without Christ as Savior is
Southerland
is
a Men can't do a good j'ob in pqsitions
unnecessary, unwise, and traginative of Lit t I e for which they are not trained. Trained
cally risky. This is true for peoRock, son of Mr. and leadership will plan their work, and
ple of all ages and all walks of
Mrs.
J a me s •. C. planned yvork produces worthwhile re·
Southerland, also of suits.
life.
MR. SOUTHERLAND
Little Rock. His wife
. The Brotherhood department will be •
John 8:16 is the Gospel in one
is the former Nan Hodges of SmMk- happy to assist associations in providverse. Becoming a Christian,
ing a leadership training program
over.
which means receiving the great
. whenever possible. Call on 11s.
The Holly Springs c):turch dates back
gift of eternal life, is as easy as
The church BrotherhQ.Qd dh;ector
to the pre-Civil War period. It has been
repenting of sin and accepting
a Southern . Baptist church since 1932. should complete his full org'lglization if
Christ as Savior.
he has not already done so. He can assist his Baptist Men's officers in learning their responsibilities and duties and
lead them to plan interesting and informative programs and worthwhile acof your state Baptist paper'l'
tivities. The Royal Ambassador leader
should complete his list of counselors
Here is what Herschel H. Hobbs, pastor of First Baptist Church, Oklahoma
and see that they are trained for their
City, and a past president of the Southern Baptist Convention says: "In
job. The Brotherhood department will
the promotion of our work, the presentation of our beliefs, the preservation
be happy to assist as-time permits. can:
of our fellowship, and the prophetic call to enlarged
pn us if we may be of assistance to•
spiritual endeavors, the state Baptist papers occupy a
you.- Remember the):'e are free mate-;
place second to none in the far-reaching . service of our
rials available for associations an.d• .
denomination." If your church is one of the few in Archurches to assist in planning and!
kansas trying to struggle along without sending the
training.
·
Arkansas Baptist Newsmagazine to its members, let us
t•
tell you how . you can have the vital ministry of your It is never too late to start providstate paper. Write · or call: ARKANSAS BAPTIST
ing missionary education and involving
NEWSMAGAZINE, '625 West Capitol Avenue, Littkio
men and boys hi mission actions, but
ock Arkansas 72201 Telephone: 376-4791, Ext. 63.
start today.-C. H. Seaton
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Spiritual life •tn evangelism
BY CLIFFORD PALMER, pastor,
Grand Avenue Church, Ft. Smith
(Dige:;~t of an address to Arkansas
Pastors' Conference)
mighty as thou art, and make me love
thee as I ought to love."

it is· in the evening service? · What we
are saying is that Sunday morning is
for worship and Sunday night we can
Then let us return to our churches be more informal and therefore, evanSince this is a Pastors' Conference
and
lead
them
to•
know
what
spiritual
and this })ody is made up primarily of
gelistic. God help us! The Sunday
preachers, I address my remarks in life is and then we are ready for evan- morning service is the time for people
the main to those of us who are more gelism.
to sit with funereal solmenity and folresponsible for the spiritual temperalow a printed .schedule from which we
But
iet
us
admit
our
coldness
and
ture of our churches than anyone else.
dare not deviate.' Only at certain times
Frankly, I get a little weary of hear- deadness. We need spiritual life.
is anyone to be seated. There is a time
ing preachers blame th~ir people for
The progression is alway)! coldness, to sit and , a time to stand. The robed
the ' coldness and deadness of their compromise,· and ·then corruption.
choir must make its entrance at the
churches. When D. L. Moody was asked
precise moment, led or followed by the
how to revive a cold, dead .church, he
Gentlemen, we have come a long way climactic entrance of the "minister."
replied, "Build a big fire in the pul- from New Testament practice. In Rome The choral worship is followed by the
pit." If I were to point out the great- when New · Testament simplicity and "morning" or "pastoral prayer," which
est need among Southern BaptiSits to- power changed into the so-called Ro- is followed by the chanting of 11 choral
day, in my judgment it would be big man church, the forms became more response or a four-fold and maybe a
elaborate and New Testament\ doctrine
fires. in the pulpits.
and power disappeared! Instead of aim- seven-fold amen.
Leafing over the first four chapters ple meetings in the home or in the marThis will come as a shock to some
of the Acts of the Apostles you will · ket place, now elaborate buildings ; made of you . when I say· the so-called "mornfind that in chapter 2 the disciples their appearance. The preacher of the .ing worship service" must often be an
were filled with the Holy Spirit; but gospel, preaching a simple message of abomination to God, Nothing like it
by the time we reach chap"ter 4 it is - salvation, was · replaced by rob~ was practiced in the New ' Testament
evident that something had happened. priests, candles, ' incense and complicat- times. I cannot find a verse of scripThe fearlessness and faithfulness that ed ritual. Along with these trappings ture to encourage it. It fits formalism
characterized the early preaching ~ave · came the doctrine of salvation by .b ut not evangelism. Nobody expects
almost disappeared. Indeed, there is ev- works with the church through its cer- anyone to be saved in such a service
ry evidence that the disciples were emonies being the agent of salvation. and they are rarely ever disappointed.
trembling and cringing before the lnag- Baptism was changed from the symbol
·
·
istrates and those who were hostile to of Christ's death, burial and resurrecThe music in the Sunday morning
them. The explanation, .of course, is tion . and the sinner's death to sin and "worship service"· must usually includ~
that 'they had lost the fullness of the aliveness in Christ to a saving sacra- an anthem, the Doxology, or perhaps
spirit. Men, can this be our problem ment. The Lord's Supper was changed "Holy, Holy, Holy." These you never
today? While we have been so busy from a simple memorial, reminding use on Sunday night. Why is this? Vll
preaching to others have we become Christians of the death of Christ for tell you why. We want the Sunday
their sins to a sacrament of the church morning service to be more dignified.
·emptied of the Spirit?
as "a means of grace."
Now, Sunday night we can use the
God's purpose for our lives is conmore evangelistic-type music, the "goaSpread
Formalism
has
now
so
, b t
sunday mb rntinuous revival; revival culminates in
widely and it has come in many in~ •. pe1 songs,
\1 never on
evangelism and continuous revival is
equated with the fullness of the Holy stanc·e s so slowly that churches that ing.
claim to be orthodox and fundamental
But I challenge you to consider
Spirit;
.
·
often follow the forms of the more where all of this came from. It came
Evangelicm is that activity whereby "liturgical groups." In fact, I have no- from Catholicism. Consider also that if
the Holy Spirit speaks to the hearts ticed in the last few years the. adopt- we ever have the lost to hear a mesof men, mostly through human instruing of certain ecclesi!istial terms that sage it Will probably be in the morning
mentality. If the Holy Spirit speaks to
heretofore have been "out" as far as service. In most of our churches ..we do
the hearts of men and if the preacher
Baptists are· concerned, such as "Com- y;cll to get a few saints out on Sunin any given case is the human inSitru- munion service," "sanctuary," "Sacra- day night, let .alone the unsaved. And
ment chosen, then it follows that the
ment" and "liturgy." I clipped the fol- yet, if you check the Sunday bulletins
preacher must be controlled by the lowing from the Oklahoma Messenger: of most Baptist churches, they will desHoly Spirit.
"The Student Missions Conference ignate the Sunday morning service as
Let's admit that what we really need scheduled for Feb. . 21-23 at Southern ·a "wo'rship service" and if they ever
Seminary will feature a jazz. liturgy, have an "evangelistic service" .it will
·i s a fresh enduement from heaven, And
vigorous
discussion, and a dramatic in- · be · at night. How foolish and ridicuwhatever it takes in preparing our- terpretation
of its theme, "What the lous.
selves for it, let's do it. God has used
World Needs Now." I am going to pass
a small vessel but he has never used over the matter of worldly jazz music
Now, what am I saying? I'm saying
a dirty vessel.
in the church (as difficult as it is) and that 'there is no difference between
Let us confess our sins and turn to the implication that "What the World Sunday morning and Sunday night or
Needs Now" is not the old time gospel Wednesday night as far as that goes.
God for forgiveness. Let us be willing
to be filled, yea, let us hunger for it message of salvation through the blood Every service in the church is for one
of Christ, to point out the use of the purpose: The purpose of the meeting
until we cry out:
·
term "liturgy." Now churches an- of the church (and here some of you
"Spirit of God, descend upon my nounce a "morning worship serv:ice," will part company with me) is .:npt for
heart; wean it from P.arth, through all but isn't it interesting that invariably worship in the usual sense of the word
ita pulses move; stoop to my y.eakness·, if an evangelistic service is announced as we have been taught, but is for the

The Subject assigned to me is "Spiritual Life in Evangelism."
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Address
purpose of teaching our people the
Word of God and firing them to be
witnesses.
The purpose· is not for, worship, as
such, or even to win the lost, but to
stir the Christian. The meetings of
the church are to be happy times when
we informally preach, teach, and study
the word together. I do not believe we
should strive for the funeral atmos;..
phere that the usual formal worship
service dictates. But we hav1e been
taught to be ~'reverent"-"lf you must
whisper, whisper a prayer."
Now, I'm not advocating that we
"get carried away" in our efforts to
be informal, but I want to ask you a
question in all fairness: Have our efforts to get people to "worship" (whatever that means-! don't believe the
average church-goer would even come
_close if asked for a definition) been
successful? Have we succeeded in getting the minds of' our youth upon God
in a so-called wo_rship experience? Or
are they not pr etty well occupied with
note writing, whispering-not prayers

-etc.? .

Can we really blame the poor soul in
the pew (or choir) who can't keep his
eyes open and soon lapses into slumberland? After all, has not everything
been done · to make the atmosphere conducive to sleep? We have padded the
pews, quieted the music, and placed a
taboo on shouting from the pulpit or,
pew.
It has been my · observation of those
few churches that are really reaching
people for Jesus that they are marked
by an informal spirit in their meetings.
I have been told that there are approximately ten churches in America that
baptize over 300 converts a year and
perhaps 20 that baptize over · 200 converts a year. None of these will have
the usual formal service on Sunday
morning.
I cannot find the word "worship"
where there was a service of preaching, where Christians sang together
studied the Word of God together, o;
won souls together.. I never find it in
connection with New Testament church
meetings. ·
I'm also fearful that according to
the New Testament that which we call
worship on Sunday morning is just so
much superficiality. Worship under
grace is fellowship, our• spirit with
God's Spirit. It is a joyful father-son
relationship. Jesus must have had us
in mind also when he said, "You worship you know not what.''
In Isaiah f irst chapter it is o'Qvious
that service without heart 'devotion is'
an abomination to God.
"Hear the Word of the Lord, ye rulers of Sodom; give ear unto the law of
DECEMBER 4, 1969

our God, ye people of Gomorrah. To
what purpose is the multitude of your
sacrifices ·unto me? saith the Lord. I
am full of the burnt offerings of rams,
and the fat of fed beasts; and I delight not in the blood of bullocks, or
of lambs, or of he goats; When ye come
t o appear before me, who hath required
this at your hand, to tread my courts?
Bring no more vain oblations ; incense
is an abomination unto me; , the new
moons and sabbaths, the calling of assemblies, I cannot away with; i~ is ·iniquity, even the solemn meeting. Your
new moons and appointed feasts my
soul hateth: they are ta trouble to me;,
I am weary to 'bear them. And when
ye spread forth your hands, I will hide
mine eyes from you: yea, when ye make
many prayers, I will not hear: your
hands are full of blood."

"Young man.! Young man I Has anyone
been saved here lately?".
We need to return to our church
buildings and ask, ' "Has anyone been
saved here lately?"
All down thru t he years people have
tried to make the church buildings into
temples like the Old Testament temple.
In fact, I'm · surprised that some one
hasn't duplicated it. Much of the present emphasis on buildings is wholly
foreign 'to New Testament Christianiity.

Not long ago a pastor of a Baptist
church was explaining (or bragging,
I'm not sure which) the cost of certain pieces of furniture in hill "sanctuary." I couldn'.t help but contrast that
with
Bud Fray's mud hut in the bush ,
1
of Africa. I've been in both and will
Why? There was a form but no pow- have to confess that God was more in
er.
the hut than in the so-called "sanctuJesus said to the Pharisees, Saddu- ary."
cees, and chief priests, quoting Isaiah
God did have his people build a beau29:13: "Well hath Esaias propheisied of
' you hypocrites, as it is written, this tiful temple in Solomo~'s day and the
people honoureth · me ,with their lips, living presence of God dwelt there. But
but their heart is far from me" (Mark that temp)e is gone and God no longer
dwells in temples made with hands.
7:6).
The only temple God has on this. earth
The ceremonies of the Old Testament today is the ·body of a believer. I Corare now done away with. When Jesus inthians 6:19 says, "What, know ye not:
died on the cross, the veil of .the tem- that your body is ·the temple of the ·
-ple was torn from top to bottom. This Holy Ghost which is in you, which ye t
was God's way oi saying that these have of God, and ye are not your
ceremonies are to stop. All that these own. For ye are bought with a price:
ceremonies symbolized have now been therefore, glorify God in your body, and ,
fulfilled. Men, let's lead our people in your spirit, which are God's." And,
back to real Spiritual life and evan· again, I Corinthians 3:16, 17 warns us,
gelism.
'
·
"Know ye not that ye are the temple
of God, and that the Spirit of God,
Even our church buildings may be a dwelleth in you. If any man defile the
hindrance to the spiritual life and evantemple of God, him shall Go~ destroy;.
gelism.
for the temple of God is holy, which
No doubt our concept of a beautiful temple ye are."
church building is taken from the great
Think of it! As a child of God, your
cathedrals of Europe with their Gothic body is the temple of God and, furtherarches, high domes and steeples, and more, the only temple he has on earth.
stained glass windows. I'll · have to ad- On bulletins in churches I often read,
mit that I was awe struck as I walked "The Lord is in his holy temple: let
about in the famous Notre Dame in all the earth keep sile'nce before Him"
Paris, St. Peters outside the wall in
Rome, Westminster Abbey, and St. (Hap. 2:20).
Paul's in London. I also visited St.
The. implication, of course, is that the
John's in New York, I believe the larg· church building is the temple and all
est cathedral in the world.
who are within are to be silent. Thecomnl.and of the prophet concerning the
I was overwhelmed the first time I temple at Jerusalem has nothing . to do
entered St. Peter's in Rome, the larg- with the ".m eeting house" of Christians
est church building in the world. (It today. I hear people praying in the
is a basilica, not a cathedral.) It is church house on Sunday morning, "Oh,
over 600 feet long with a dome 404 Lord, as we come into thy presence this
feet high. It is worth visiting just to morninll:'. • • ." I want to interrupt and
see the statuary and beautiful paint- ask, "Where have you been, when did.
ings. In fact, many of these famous you get away from his presence". The
old church buildin~s are more museums idea is that since we are in the church
than church buildings.
building We have then come into God's
But these buildings ure not condu- presence. When will we become N~w
Testament Christians?
cive to spiritual life and evangelism.
Preachers call ' the auditorium "the
A little lady was following the guide
1
as she was being conducted through sanctuary.'' Thus we distinguish beWestminster Abbey in London. The tween the educatio:pal .buildings and
guide pointed to the burial places of
(Continued on page 15 )··
many illuSitrious dead. Finally she said,

__
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Memorial Auxiliary Officers For 1969-70
I

Memorial Hospital Auxiliary Officers were installed in September by Mrs. Frank Morgan. Pictured
above, from left to right, they are: Mrs. Smith Masse,y , historian; Mrs. J. A. Lovell, ' viae president;
Mrs. Bill Huckabay, co~responding secretary; Mrs. Robert Penton, recording secr'e1'ary, and· Mrs. Dick
,Fikes, president. Mrs. J. R. Shelton, treasurer, was not present for the picture.

Enioys
,
Part·Time Retirement11

11

Mrs. Werta Love, a nurse'.s aide for
over 15 years, retired from Memorial
Hos~ital a couple of years ago. She
had wprked in the nursery on the 11
to 7 shift since March of 1962, just two
months after the hospital was opened.
Before going to work at Memorial,
she had wo"rked in the premature
nursery at the University of Arkansas
Medical Center for six years, and in
·the regular nursery at Baptist Medical
Center for four years, always on the
11 to 7 shift.
Mrs. Love's . retirement was shortlived. After resting for a few months,
she began receiving occasional calls
from the nursihg office at Memorial,
Page Ten

asking if she could come in and help
them out in the nursery. She said she
had missed working with the babies
and when she got a chance to go back,
she was glad to do it.
Mrs. Love now averages working
two nights each week and said she
looks forward to going to work and
seeing the new babies and visiting
with "the gang." "I didn't have children of my own, and I get a lot of
satisfaction out of taking care of the
babies in the nursery," she said. She
especially enjoys feeding the babies.
Even though she doesn't work fuHtime at the hospital now Mrs. Love
manages to stay bu,sy. Sh~ has found
time to can and freeze about 247 jars
and packages of fruits and vegetables
which her husband raised in their
garden. She enjoys sewing and cooking and, for the most part, she. is enjoying her "part-time retirement."
In remembering back over the years
and the many babies she has helped
·care for, Mrs. Love recalled .that one
time when she was working at the
M~dical Center in the premature nursery, they had 27 premature babies in
the nursery at one time. The largest
baby she can remember was born at
Baptist and weighed 14 pounds. The
smallest one weighed only 8 6unces
and lived for just a few hours.
Mrs. Love truly enjoys her work and
even after working with new babies
all these years, she said, "I am still
fascinated by the miracle of each new
life."
Mr. and Mrs. Lov~ will celebrate
their 49th wedding anniversary in February.

Cent~r

Maintenance Chief
At Memorial

Sidney W. Harris, a native of Camden, Arkansas, has assumed his duties
as Chief Maintenance Engineer at
Memorial Hospital in North Little Rock.
Prior to coming to , Memorial, Mr.
Harris was employed at the lnternational Paper Company at Camden
where he had worked for 30 years.
. Mr. Harris and his wife, Betty, have
two children, Rodriey, age 21, who is
married and lives in Arkadelphia
where he ' attends Henderson Stale
College; and Suzanne, age 19, who
was recently gr.a duated from ·Patricia
Stevens Finishing and Career .College
at Dallas, Texas.
. .
.
Mr. Harr1s 1s a member of the F1rst
~ni~ed .Met.hodist C~urch. He en(oys
•· f1shmg m h1s spare t1me and also l1kes
to travel.

BMC Auxiliary Members
Elected To State Offices
The Arkansas Hospital Au.inliary
Association held their annual meeting
in Hot Springs, October 6 and 7, and
elected officers for 1969-1970.
Mrs. James Puddephatt, president
of the BMC Auxiliary, was elected vice
president of the group and Mrs. J. W.
Littleton was elected edito'r of the
Association's newsletter.
MF-s. Puddep~att is active in volunteer work at the Center, working each
Tuesday at the information desk and
admission
office. •
.
.
Mrs. Littleton has been active in the
Auxiliary. for several years and works
with the Center's Play Hospita-l ~roups
which meet once a month.
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Practical School Alumni Officers

Roberts Family
Has A New Addition

Officers of the BMC Practical Nul',$es Alumni Association, elected at their September meeting,
are pictured above. Seated, from left to right: Sandy Thompson, president; Molly Perryman, first vice
president; Roberta Vanderplaat, secretary. Standing, from left to right: Jane Turbyfill, parliamentarian;
Laura Mack, second vice president; · Sue Gillihan, treasurer; and Ann Montoya, reporter. Lucille
Flewellen, historian, was not present for the picture. 'The next meeting is scheduled for· December 16,
and will be a potluck l.uncheon and ·chrisfmas party.

Mrs. Norman L. Roberts, Jr. with baby daughter, . Rachel.

.

.

Medical Education Secretary

...__.
Mrs. Nancy Ann -Moore is the new
secretary in the Medical Education
Department. She is a native of Batesville, Arkansas where she graduated
from high school.
· Prior to coming to work ,at BMC,
Mrs. Moore was employed as a secretary in the Dean's office at the University of Arkansas Medical Center. She
lived in Oklahoma City for eight years
before coming to LiHie Rock.
Mrs. Moore and her huspand, Covie
Ray, live at 22 Serenity Olive in Little
Rock. She lists her hobbies as sewing,
reading, horseback riding and baking.

Rachel Ellen Roberts was born at
Memorial Hospital, October 18, 1969.
She weighed in af 6 lbs. 4 oz. Rachel
has one sister, Becky, age 8; ana two .·
1
brothers, Timothy, ' age 5 and David,
Employee5 Council Works'
age 11. Her parents are Mr. and Mrs .
..for All BMC Employees
Norman L. Roberts, Jr., and her dad is
the Admil)istrator of Memorial Hospital
The Employees' Council was organin North Little Rock.
ized over 15 years ago, for the purThe Buzzer reporter and photopose of promoting a better understandgrapher visited Rachel and her mother
ing of hospital policies and procedures,
on their first day home from the hosand for better communications bepital, and although she really prefeGred
tween the hospital employees and administration. The Council also helped · sleeping to receiving visitors, she finally agreed to pose with her mother
plan for employee awards, social funcfor the above picture.
tions, safety programs and public relations programs for the hospital.
. \
.
Some of the funetions mentioned
Room. A member. of the hospital adabove are now being handled by other
ministrative staff meets with the Coun· departments in the hospital, but the
cil each month. Each department repmain concern of the Council continue~
resentative is urged to report back to
to be better employee relationship
his department, on the activities of the
through communication between the
Council. ·
employees and administration, regard. Buddy Aley is president of the Eming hospital policies and procedures.
·
The Council also selects the Em- ployees' Council for 1969-1970.
ployee of the Month; plans for ,the
employee Christmas party; receives
Employees ~ledge
and reviews suggestions submitted by
To. United Fund Campaign
employees, eithe in the suggestion
box or by individuals through their
· Employees at Memorial Hospital and
department representative; and a
Baptist Medical Center pledged a total
Council member is also a member of
of $10,614.26. to the recent United
the Safety Committee, · in order to
Fund Campaign. Memorial employees
keep the Council informed of accidents
pledged $1940.53 and BMC employtaking place in the hospital.
ees pledged $8,673.73.
The Council is made up of representatives from each department in the
Memorial's Housekeeping Departhospital, selected by the employees in ment was the first group to complete
their departments. Each representative and turn in their cards. They had 100%
s~rves on the Council for one year,
participation in fheir department, and
from July through June. The group e a c h employee designated . their
me~ts on the first Wednesday of every
pledge to the Arkansas €hildren's Hospital.
":lonth, at noon, in th~ hospital Board

$1 o;614.26

I
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Radiology Students Win Awards

Pictured with their awards ere, from left to right: Cathy Warren, Sharon Harris, Rita Fisher and
Mary Frances Moore. '
'

The Arkansas Society of Radiologic tion protection. Sharon Harris won secTechnologists held their annual con- ond place out of 104 entries, for the
vention, October 10-11, at Texarkana. Darmon A. Rhinehart award, with her
Senior students in the Center's School ·exhibit of knee films. Rita Fisher won
of Radiologic Technology brought back _Jirst place out of 37 entries, for her
four of the eight awards given.
exhibit on internal auditory canals;
and Mary Frances Moore won third
Cathy Warren won second place out place out of 37 entries, for her exhibit
of 64 entrie~, wJth her essay on radia- on wrist films.

Celebrate 50th Wedding Anniversary

Administrative Secretary

Mrs. Donna Sue Keller is a new addition to the administrative offiCes.
Among her other duties, she will act
as the •receptionist for the administrative offices and will answer all incoming calls for the department. She is
occupying one of the two recently
completed offices which were added
to the administrative suite. Mr. Robert
LeMaster, assistant administrat~r, is
occupying the other one.
.
Mrs. Keller is a native of Little Rock
and a graduate of Des Arc High School.
Before coming to work at BMC, she
worked for the Arkansas Power and
Light Compctny at Conway and at Llttl~
Rock.
M.~s. Keller's husband, John, recently returned from Vietnam where he
was stationed for 13 months while on
a two-year tour of duty in the Army.
He is now employed at the SherwinWilliams Company.
The Kel1~rs live at 3020 Vancouver
Drive. in Little Rock.

November Artist ·

Mr. and Mrs. Robert F. Price celebrated their ,50th Wedding Anniversary, November 9, with an Open
House held at the home of their daughter, Mrs. R. A. Grubb of 4l21 Glenmere Road in North Little Rock. 1Mr.
and Mrs. Price were married November 9, 1919 at Guy, Arkansas.
Mrs. Price is a ward secretary in the
nursery at BMC. She has been employed at the hospital since 1952 and
on December 31 of this year, she will
retire from the hospital. Mr. Price is a
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· The paintings on display in the library and the canteen area of the hospital are the works of three ar#sts: Dr.
Henry G. Hollenberg, who is on the
staff at BMC; liis daughter, Mrs. Joe
· Dickey Powers of Benton; and his
mother, the late Mrs. F. B. T; Hollenretired builder.
berg. Dr. Hollenberg has exhibited
Mr. and Mrs. Price have six children, paintings· at B,M C previously.
nineteen grandchildren and one great
Ur.dik~ ·her father who paints solely
grandchild. Their children are: Cha rles
as a hobby, Mrs. Powers has entered
W. Price of Kansas. City, Missouri; Basil the 'field professionally, She graduated
E. Price of St. Louis, Missouri; Mrs.
from' the Un iversity of Arkansas as an
Alfred F. Hankins and Mrs. Richard A.
art major and also studied abroad. AlWalkewicz '·of Houston, Te'xas; Miss though she is a busy homemaker with
Dean Price and Mrs. Grubb of North a husband and two small daughters to
Little Rock.
care for, she manages to prQduce
Mr. and Mrs. Price are members of many paintings. She concentrates on
the Church of Christ at Sixth & Izard portraits, and paintings of chil~ren are
'Streets in Little Rock.
her Sf?ec[alty.
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Duck hunting. requires skill
A fsther's desperste struggle
through months of red tspe
to obtsin his son's relesse
from Csstro's prison

a dramatic, contemporary
account of our

TIME
st. your Baptist bookstore
MOODY PRESS/CHICAGO

Because Patti Bard (author · of
Games Christians Play) steps on a
Jot of toes with this dramatic new
novel.
It's a probing, penetrating study
of people in contemporary society.
Lonely people in suburbia who live
the "good life," yet are forever
searching for something more.
Unfeeling and alone ..• yet unwilling to admit the basic need for
God in their lives.
·
THE FRAGMENTED, THE
EMPTY, THE LOVE is fiction
that rings so true it may hurt. But
once you pick it up, you won't ·be
putting it down.
"Will give complacent, evangelicals some severe jolts and face
pagan sophisticates with some disturbing realities."- DR. FRANK
E. GAEBELEIN
Cloth. $3.50
Get your copy today!

from your Baptist Book Store
408 Spring St.

Little Rock
7W..B01
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Two preacher friends in a typical fl?oded 'pin .oak flat' with a spread of decoys.

Duck hunting is one of the state's finest hunting sports. It is a · type of
hunting that is challenging in ·many respects. A duck hunter's skill is tested
by his ability to hit a fast moving target and by the many abilities necessary
to get the bird within range.
Flooded 'groon' or 'Jive timber' commonly calletl 'pin-oak-flats' are ideal mallard duck habitat and there are many thousands of acres of woods, mo!'ltly in
river and creek bottoms, that are flooded each year. Some of this area is
on Game and Fish Commission public hunting areas and the rest is privately
owned duck clubs.
Shooting a duck is not the· only reason for the popularity of duck hunting.
No-the companionship which can be enjoyed while standing by a tree in flooded
woods or while sitting in a duck blind cannot be explained to a non-huriter, but
those who have shared such experiences know their dee,p .and lasting meaning.
Arkansas duck !Ieason is from Nov. 29 through Dec. 28. The shooting hours
are from one-half hour before sunrise till sunset each day. The daily limit i~ four,
but the limit cannot include more than two mallards and/ or two wood ducks.
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In

other business,

Lindquist

sub-

amendmeat callOklahoma Convention opposes ngnittedfo_r aa constitutional
guideline to achieve equitable
representation for ·each of the 37 &sliquor a·n d sex education
sociations on the convention's board o:f
OKLAHOMA
CITY-'.l'he Baptist sex education section of the Christian
General Convention of Oklahoma urged Life Committee's report, which also
its churches tG "join' in a fight against touched on alcohol, communism, drugs,
liquor by the drink, and voted to delete, · gambling, honesty, pornography, and
from a report. of its Christian Life Com- mass media, poverty, race relations,
mittee, a · section s1-Jpporting sex edu- and separation of church and state.
111ltion in public schools.
·
Removed from the section of sex ed·
'l'ne convention reaffirmed its opposi- ucation was a ·s tatement encouraging
tion to use of beverage alcohol and the public schools to supply ·a place for
urged churches to contribute funds to sex education, if S'llch educaton were
the Sooner Alcohol and Narcoties Ed- deemed important to all children.
ucation, Inc., (.SANE) to provide funds
The remaining portion of the. section
for a campaign against a petition for
a liquor-by-the-drink election now pend- stated that sex education is the duty
of parents and the church. It added that
ing before the Secretary cf ~t.atP .
Debate on sex education in public Baptist parents should become throughschools was led by Hugo T. Lindquist, ly familiar with public sex education
pastor . of Bethel Church, Oklahoma programs according to the dictates of
City, who said- the public schools are a Christian conscience.
already doing plenty of sex education,
Resol11tions adopted urged Sunday
and do not need any more encourageclosing of businesses, called on church
ment.
members to refrain from unnecessary
"Besides," Lindquist said, "I have Sunday shopping, and commended the
seen what kind of sex education is go- Oklahoma Publishing Company for reing on in the schools and I don't ap- fusing advertisements of "X" rated
movies for its newspapers, radio, and
nrove of it.'·'
· television stations. The resolution also
The convention approved his motion called on other media owner& to reto delete several sentences from the -tuse such advertisements.
I

Romans Reiated to
Life Today
·

This concise exposition of
the entire letter' to the
Romans ties in with
Life and Work Lessons
for January-FebruaryMarch. Simple and clear
in style, the book is emphatic in doctrinal cont.ent, and practical ih
showing how Romans
can be related to Christian living today.
Paper, $1.50
.Get this new book by
BROADMAN PRESS at
your Baptist Book Store
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In his first book since
'World Afla·me,' the world's
most famous evangelist
confronts young and old,
black and white, seekers
and rebels, with the most
important challenge of
all ... to recognize the real
reasons for our boredom,
our loneliness, our nation's
bitter internal strife ..~'to
listen, not to Billy.Graham,
but to the challenge
of God to modern man."

directors.

He pointed to the fact that an association with 10.000 members no~ has
the same representation on the Board
as does an association with ·90,000
members. Action on the proposed
amendment is exnected to take place
during next year's convention meeting.
A constitutional amendment- submitted to the 1968 convention by past
president T. Hollis Epton was referred
to the board of directors for further
consideration. The proposed amendment
called· for messengers to the state convention to be from churches which cooperate with the convention and which
are in good standing With the cooperatinsr association with which they are
affiliated.
Epton said his amendment was offered to avoid some unattractive things
which have happened in other states,
such as discusSdng the. doctrinal intergrity and polity of churches on the convention floor.

· J. T. Dane, pastor of Portland Avenue Church, Oklahoma City, was elected
president for 1970. (BP)

1.

BILLY GRAHAM

THE CHALLENGE
DOUBLEDIV
The Call from Madison Square Garden.
Just published, $4.50 at all booksellers now
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Address
(From page 9)
the "sanctuary," as though the building itself were sacred, the "sanctuary"
being a sort of "Holy of Holies."
In many churches "the altar" is considered sacred. I cannot find an altar
in a New Testament church. It has a
pulpit for · preaching and teaching.
Thank God, the altar for the Christian
is that hill shaped like a skull. It was
a place of sacrifice.
Worship· is not music, an order of
service, prayers, preaching, a robed
choir, a beautiful building with stained
glass windows, an organ or even .... si·
lence. The quietest and most silent
places in Fort Smith are our cemeteries.

The Sermon on the Mount ...
What does it mean today?
'

Just what are the teachings 'of Christ? How are they relevant
today? ·
The entire January-February issue of The Upper Room is
focused on the Sermon on the Mount - each daily meditation,
sci:iptore selection, prayer and thought-for-the-day deals with
the sermon's meanings in today's frenzied world.

Every church has its distinctive characteristics. As for me and my church,
let us be known as a peonle with spiritual life and obsessed with evangelism.

GIVE THE

Arlansa~ Baptist
~

FOR CHRISTMAS

These daily devotions in The Upper Room can help you study
and learn more about the teachings of Christ, more about God's
plan for our lives and how to meet the turmoil and tensions in
our society.

SPECIAL OFFER
We will send FREE a beautiful full-color reproduction ( 11 x 14
inches) of the painting, shown above, of the Sermon on the
Mount with each new'subscription or bulk order (or increase in
existing order). Individual subscrip~ions, 3 years for $3, · one
year $1.50. Ten or more copies of one issue to one address,
.10 cents per copy, postpaid. Use the handy ·coupon below.

\

The cost is only $2.75 a year
for the first name. Additional
names or your own renewal
'$ 2.q0 a year!
-----·....,.................. __,._ ....... .................................................. ..
(name)
--..... ·--. .,,. ______,... . ........,·-·------------:.--...
(street or route)
· ~·

THE UPPER ROOM
1908 Grand Avenue
Nashville, Teimessee 37203
0 Please send
copies of The Upper Room at $.10 each to
address below. Total amount$---,-.,.-----0 Enclosed
'- 0 Please bill me.
0 Please•send individual subscription, (payment enclosed) 0 3 years,
$3; 0 1 year, $1.50; to address below.
0 money order
Enclosed is 0 check

-

~ -

--•-~

(city)

(state)

-----·......·....... .. ----··.... -_____________________ ____
..,

.:. ~

0

(Zip Code)
Send gift card from

(Use separate sheet for multiple orders and gift orders)
~AME----~----------------~-------------------

ADDRESS- - ---------------- -------- ----------------

------------------------STATE ________
D~CEMBER

4, 1969

Mail to:

Arkansas Baptist
N ewsmagazine
5 25 West .Capitql Ave.
Little Rock, Ark. 72201
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Prayer the Master Key, by
Dillet Freeman:~ Doubleday, 1968, $4.95

works of .Spain's most popular portraitist.

real subjects, whether he was painting
kings or commoners.

Here is light on how prayer and meditation constitute a way to a spiritually
'higher level of everyday living- in tune
with a God who is the personification
of all that ill good and a world that
abounds with the blessings and beauty
of his creation.

Goya's time, in the late 18th and
early 19th Centuries, was a period some·
what like .the present, in that illusions
were being abandoned as the air was
charged by the SI,Pirit of radical change,

Baptist Suceessionislll. a Critical
View, by W. Morgan Patterson, 'l'he
Judson Press, 1969, paperback, $2.50

Poet Freeman reveals the fundamen' tal importance of prayer in the modern
world and indicates the approaches of
faith as applied in everyday affairs.
The World of Cezanne, 1839-1906, by
Richard W. Murphy and the Editors of
Time-Life Books, Time-Life Books, 1968
In portraits and still lifes as well as
in landscapes, Paul Cezanne produced
an art that lay somewhere between
simple representation and pure abstraction. It has sometimes been described as "geometric." But his art· was
far more complex than the term "geometric" implies.
Few major painters of the 19th Century were · so violently attacked-" madman" and "anarchist" were among epithets applied to him-or so widely misunderstood. His many-sided personality
is presented here, in his life and works.
Many of his paintings are reproduced
in color.
I

The World of Goya, 1746-1828, by
Richard Schickel and the Editors of
T.ime-Li.fe Books, Time-Life Books, 1968
This is a portrayal of the life and

LARGE TYPE
CONCORDANCE
King
BIBLE
James
Version

SUPERB TYPE,
extru large und bolJ.
Pronouncing.

MODERATE SIZE,
hardly larger than
mnny ordinary type

Bibles. 6'4 x 9 in.
INDIA PAPER.
Only I in. thi~k.

CONCORDANCE
REFER"ENCES
COLORED MAPS
FAMILY RECORD
4 6 9 0 X :·

Ge

nu i n e

ll!alher, flexible semi·
overlapping covers,
' gold edges .

.. .... .. . . $11.95

HED· LETTER EDITIONS

$12,95

4690XRL: • . ... ... . .
4601 XRL: leatheroid, flexible covers gold ' edges .....•

$8.95

Thumb Index $1.75 extra

Order from your
BAPTIST BOOK STORE
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As Author Schickel reveals here, disorientation, alienation, fragmentation,
and despai~-for the individual the
seemingly inevitable by-products of
sweeping attempts at social realignment-for Goya turned out to be his

I

Dr. Patterson shows that a view of
Baptist history still widely held among
Baptists-that Baptists can be traced
back through history to New Testament
times, "rests on precarious historical
and theological foundations." He provides here a greatly needed perspective
for the study of Bantist history.

r--------------------------------·---------For Your Child's Delighl
lhis Chrislmas . . .
I I

__The Bible Story Book, by Bethann Van Ness. 298 stories tell' God's love
in language of today's youth. Large size-6 1.4 x 9 inches-672 pages,
maps and illustrations. (26b) $4.95
__Christmas at Kyle's House, 'by Melva Cook. Family activities surroundIng Christmas impress on children its true meaning: (26b) Cloth $ .60
Board $1.35
__ fairest Lord Jesus, by Frances King Andrews. Story of Jesus from
prophecy of his birth to his ascension. Ages 6 up (26b) $3.00

Each of the following books is $ .49.
'(Also available in cloth binding at $1.35)
- .-Sing Me a Bible Song, by Alma May Scarborough; Paraphrases from
Psalms expressing praise or thanksgiving to God. (26b)
__Mommy Comes for Me, by Jewell Wells Nelson. Helps child gain selfconfidence and trust in others when left with -someone else. (26b)
__Listen to the Night, by Furn Kelling. Helps child understand night
soun~s are nice when he knows what they are. Ages 2-8 (26b)
__some Things Are for Keeping, by Polly Gottfried. Acquaints preschooler
with some not-alike things and helps him decide how to react Ages
4·7 (26b)
.
__My Book About Jesus, by Polly Hargis Dillard. Vivid details; repetition
and bright pictures relate Jesus' life. Ages 3-5 (26b)
__I Know God Loves Me, by Melva Cook. Positive statements lead child
to feeling of security in God's love. Ages 2-5 (26b)
send

'

to:

i
t

I

SP

Name ··~---------------------------------------------

Street -------------:,--~-----'-
City_ _,____,'------- State_ _ _ __
ZiP'---'-Enclosed is ____.:..__ __,,--------.......,-----Charge
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Criswell again asks.
dissidents -to leave
ATLANTA-Southern Il:aptist Convention President W. A. Griswell, Dallas, said here he was bewildered about
adverse reaction ~ an address he made
in Nashville in September calling on
dissidents within the SBC to adhere to
historical conf!lSsions of faith or to
leave the · denomination.
"I don't know what they (objectors to

He said some of these would do away
his remarks) are ra1smg cain about,"
·with
baptism by immersion, some want
said Criswell, pastor of the 15,000 member First Baptist Church, Dallas. "Evi- to throw the denomination into a Presbyterian form of government, and some
den~ly they're ju~t- hitting at me."
no longer believe in the authority of
Criswell continued to say that the the scriptures.
"bunch of arch-liberals" in the SBC
"When you're that way, you ought to
should "get out and form .their own join another church," he said. "You're
church."
·
not a Baptist any ·Ionger."
The outspoken Dallas pastor termed
liberals "termites who· would destroy
the church" by boring from within.

Criswell made the remarks in a press
conference at the Georgia Baptist Convention, where he preached.
In the same conference, he lashed out
· at anti-war demonstrators, calling them
"traitors."

C. E. AUTREY
Basic" Evangelism
A comprehensive study of basic ~aptist philosophy concerning individual respon- .
sibility and goals in evangelism.
Cloth,$4.95

W. A. CRISWELL
Preaching at the Palace ·
Choice sermons by the IJast and present pastors of the First Baptist Church of
Dallas. Inspirational and -thought-prov,oking.
Cloth,$2.95

W. HERSCHEL FORD
Simple Sermons on Prayer
Straightforward messages on the power of _prayer in our lives, how to use prayer
and how not to.
Cloth,$2.95

HARPER SHANNON
Beliefs That Are Basic
Presents the bilsic tenets of the Christian faith- Incarnation, Atonement,
Resurrection, etc.-in understandable terms for modern man.
Cloth,$2.95

_GERALD MARTIN
Great Southern Baptist Doctrinal Preaching
Heart-searching sermons by Robert G. Let), Herschel Hobbs, Jerry Glisson,
.
Cloth,$2.96
Ramsay Pollard and othets.
Great Southern Baptist Evangelistic Preaching
·
Outstanding evangelistic sermons by J. D. Grey, A. B. Van Arsdale, Paul Brooks
Leath, W. A. Criswell and others.
Cloth, $2.95
Two-volume set, shrinkwrapped, -$5.90 value for only $4.90

·ROBERT G. LEE
. The Savior's Seven Statements from the Cross
Eloquent Lenten messages on the true meaning of Christ's sacrifice, accented by
revealing glimpses at the personalities of the men and women whose lives were
touched by the Savior.
Cloth,$3,50

at your Baptist Book Store

"Anti-war activities su_s:h as Moratorium Day destroy every hope we have
in shortening the war," he said,
Criswell repeated remarks he had
made earlier on the doctrine question
before the Southern B~tist Convention
Executive CommitteeJ and on the Moratorium Day during a sermon at his
Dallas church. In both cases, however,
his press conference remarkSI were even
stronger than his' previous statements.
(BP)

\

" ' .the function of a
Baptist newspaper is to
make intelligent Baptists."-J. M. Dawson
How true, Doctor Dawson! Nobody can be intelligent on Baptist affairs without reading the•
state Baptist paper.
_ If you'r church is not
sending the Baptist pa.per to all its members,
why not?
· Let us tell you about
'o ur Church Budget Plan.
·
Write or call:
ARKANSAS BAPTIST NEWSI
MAGAZINE
525-WEsT- CAPITOL AvE.
LITTLE RocK, ARK. 72201

TELEPHONE:

376-4791,

ExT. 63
ONE ~OLITARY LIFE-one or
the most beloved inspirational
parables of our time--for the
first time offered as a decorative
·wall scroll. 10" by 18", with goid
tassels and walnut hangers. Beautifully illuminated in 4 rich colors and goUt · on antique parchment. You can also frame or deeoupage. $1.95 ea/$14.75 doz. Matthew Duiker, _5513 N. W-arren,
Oklahoma City 73112
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Children's nook-------Shoes for Josephina
BY LoUlSE HANNAH KOHR

Ae 'S!>On as J osefina came into the
adobe home, she knew that something
good had happened. She knew it from
the smile on her mamacita's face. She
knew it from a feel of gladness lhat
was there.
Her papa, too, was ·smiling. He said'
"Josaf'ma, I have sold the sheep. You'
shall have shoes .for your feet, shoes to
go to the mission church, shoes like the
Americano children who come to Sunday school."
Joeefina skipped about the room. Her
parents knew how mucli she had wanted shoes like the other children. Now
they were to be hers, shoes for her
feet--not one ·shoe, but two shoes! Oh,
what gladness!
,
"Tomorrow," said Mamacita, "you
shall go to the village for your shoes."

.from
(

new roof for the mission building. If
there were no money for a new roof •• ·•
Josefina caught her breath. If there
were no money for the new roof, perhaps there would be no more teaching
about Jesus there. Perhaps there would
be no more singing of the songs she
loved.
Slower and slower Josefina walked
as she came tp the mission Sunday
school building.
For just a moment she paused before
the little mission. Then she went inside
and gave the teacher her two dollars.
When Josefina told her mamacita and
her papa what she had done , they
looked at one another.
Then Mamacita said, "Does it mean
that much to you, Josefina, this story
of Jesus you have heard there?"

.So it was that on the next day Josefina set out with two dollars, two whole
"It. mea,~s more than shoes," said
dollars to buy shoes for her Sunday
feet. Would it be red shoes or black __ Jo~efma. It m~~ns more than anyshoes ? Black shoes would wear longer thmg else to me.
Yes, it :would be black shoes, shin;
Mamacita looked at Josefina's papa
·black shoes.
·
again, and then she ·said, "If it means
To get to the village from the little that · much to you, then next Sunday
adobe house in the hills where she lived we will go there with you."
Josefina must pass the mission Sundai
Josefina looked at her bare, brown
school. As she neared it, her brown feet feet and thought that never before had
began 't9 drag.
she been so happy.
What WlaS it the teacher had said last
Sunday? There must be money for a

(Sunday School Board Syndicate, all
;rights reserved)

What time is it?
"What time is it?" probably is asked
as much as any other question. People
everywhere want to know the correct
time. The correct time js important to
all. It is important to engineers, doctors, scientists, and ships at sea. Pilots
who fly jet planes must know the correct time even to the split second.

tions take nightly star sights with telescopes. Thl'y peer out into the skies in
much the same manner as it was done
centuries ·ago. A trigger instrument records the information. This information is sent to the main time center at
Paris. The final correct time is broadcast fourteen times daily from the Eiffel :rower in Paris to the whole world.

At the Paris time center are many
Have you ever wondered how the
world keeps track of ~ime? You: may .kinds of fine timekeeping instruments.
have guessed that keeping correct time Among these are seven sensitive clocks,
all over the world is no easy task. In whose pendulums swing day in and day
fact, it is the task of many people · out. The clocks are adjusted by elecworking together in forty-one observa- trical instruments. They are never
tories or time stations scattered ··an touched and never seen. They are
sealed in airtight glass cylinders burover the v:orld.
ied, some ninety-one feet under~ound
in
a rock quarry. ·
These time stations are located in
Strangely true is the fact that our
North America, South America, Africa,
Asia, Australia, and Europe. The main clocks with their minute and hour dials
station, sometimes called the big time- are really' small machines that\ imitate
keeper of the world, is located in Par- the earth revolv\ng about the 'Sun.
is, · Franee.
(-Sunday School Board Syndicate, all
Astronomers at forty of these sta- rights reserved)
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The sounds
ot Christmas
S1ngcon1

CHRISTMAS
WITH
HELEN
O'COfiiNELL
Helen 0' Connell
Soprano Includes:
Little Drummer
·:.ii
Boy; What Child
.
is This; Silent Night; Oh Little Town of
Bethlehem; Away in a Manger; Gentle
Shepherd.
ZLP-775S-Stereo, $4.98

MenMci\IIBrnmr·ltalfll·· TO
J ov
THE
WORLD
Helen Barth
Contralto
Includes: 0 Holy
Night; It Came
Upon the Midnight
Clear; Joy to the World; While Shepherds
Watched Their Flocks; Silent Night; The
Birthday of a King. ZLP-583- Hi-Fi, $3.98;
ZLP-583S-Stereo, $4.98
THE
NEW BORN
KING
Jerry Barnes
Relph Carmichael
Includes: The New
Born King; Jesus,
Jesus Rest Your
Head; I Wonder as I Wander; Little Baby
Jesus; Silent Night. ZLP-645-Hi·Fi. $3.981
ZLP-645S-Stereo, $4.98
CARAVAN
A-CAROLING .
' Dean Brown
and the
Caravan Singers
Includes: Here We
Come a-Caroling;
Ring Out the
Bells; I Heard the Bells on Christmas Day;
We Wish You a Merry Christmas; Joy to the
World; Traditional Medley. ZLP-748-Hi-Fi.
$3.98; ZLP-748S-Stereo, $4.98
NIGHT OF
MIRACLES
Christmas cantata
composed by ·
John W. Peterson .
Featuring: The
Ralph Carmichael
Symphonic Orchestra and Chorus. ZLP-659
-Hi-Fi. $3.98; ZLP-659S- Stereo•. $4.98
ZONDERVAN'S
CHRISTMAS
ALBUM
Features: George
Beverly Shea,
Helen Barth.
Jimmie McDonald, Curt Davis, and 16
Singing Men. ZLP-732- Hi·FJ. $1.98

albums available· . ..
from your Baptist Book Store
ARKANSAS BAPTIST NEWSMAGAZINE

, This year select .a gift that may be opened all year long ...
... ot a Baptist Book Store, open daily except Sunday until Christmas.
/

BAPTIST! BOOK STORE
Service with a Christian Distinction
Coast to C_o ast
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A prominent motion picture ex- ·
hibitor · said yeste~day the yearold rating code for movieSI is~ a
failure, due in part .to what he
called media censorship. Walter
Reade, Jr. said also that unscrupulous exhibitors are exploiting the
code and violating its prohibitions against ~dmission of young
people to films designated "X".
(The Nashville Tennessean, Nov.
10, 1969)
In .the present climate of the
United States, the nation can expect further political assassinations, ·the National Commission on
-the Causes and Prevention of Violence reported recently. The commission, headed by Dr. Milton
..Eisenhower, brother of the late
president, made its report after a
detailed study of assassinations
in tl}e last two centuries. . . The
commission defined the typical
American assassin; (1) He comes
from a broken home without sufficient supervision of a father.
(2) ·He is withdrawn, "a loner"
· with an unsuccessful marital or
romantic life. (3) In the last year
or so before he commits assassination h~: is unable to work steadily. (4) He is a white male, foreign-born or with parents foreignborn, and of' short, slight build.
(5) He is a zealot for a political,
reli~ious or other cause but not
a member of an organized movement. (6) He assaSiSiJlates in the
name of a specific issue related
to his cause. (7) A handgun is
usually his. weapon and he selects
a moment when the president is
appearing among crowds. (The
Dallas Morning News, Nov. 8,

1969)

SEND YOUR PASTOR
TO BAPTIST WORLD
ALLIANCE •.•.
Let me help you plan it.
Erwin L. McDonald
Director
Baptist World Alliance
and World. Tour
July 7-Aug. 10, 1970
525 W. Capitol Ave.
Little Rock, Ark. 72201
Telephone 3~6-4791
Extension 63.
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The Lasting Christmas Gift
•
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CROSSES AT ZARIN
by Jean Bell Mosley
Mystery . .• love . .. adventure . • . religious fervor are
all woven into this . inspiring story of a family involved
in the ministry, crucifixion, and resurrection of Jesus.
•
(2Gb) $4.50
WITH GOD IN THE GARDEN
by J. Earl Mead
A collection of inspirational messages taken from the five
years the author led devotions at the terraced gardens
of Glorieta. (2Gb)
.
$2.50
EVERYDAY, FIVE MINUTES WITH GOD
compiled by William S. Cannon
Original inspirational thoughts for a hundred days ·written
by 80 writers. Poems, prayers, testimonies, true incidents
are. arranged in a different daily devotional book. (2Gb)
$3.50
PABLO AND THE MAGI
by Harold E. Dye
The confrontation ·of a sophisticated New York scientist
and a friendly, humble Mexican family just before Christmas leads to some unexpected conclusions. For adults
and young people. (2Gb)
$1.95
TAKE HEAVEN NOW!
by Robert J. Hastings
Based on the Beatitudes, these studies reJOICe in the
Christian's existence in a glorious hereafter, but dwell
more on the superior, quality of life in the present.
Christians are urged to Take Heaven Now! (2Gb) $2.95

..

THE SEARCH FOR BLONNYE FOREMAN
by Jesse C. Fletcher
The true story of a missionary who disappeared after fly.
ing into the interior of Brazil. This two-streamed documentary presents the lif~ of the lost man as well as the
searching missionary's own discoveries. ·(2Gb)
$3.25

.

.

BILL WALLACE OF CHINA
by Jesse C. Fletcher
The extraordinary life of an ordinary man determined to
do God's work where God led him. This missionary doctor,
after working 17 years in China, died in a Communist
prison camp. (2Gb)
$2.95
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-----------Sunday School lessons
S<acrifice for ·fo.rgiveness
Life and Work
Dece~ber

Leviticus 5 :14-6:7

BY DR, L. H. COLEMAN, PASTOR,
IMMANUEL CHURCH, PINE BLUFF

The last four lessons this quarter
deal with forgiveness and salvation.
The groundwork for these four studies
was nine 1 essons dealing with basic
truths about God, . man, sin, and the
world.
'
Today's lesson is from the neglected
book of Leviticus. As already indicated
in a previous study, the book of Leviticus is a directory of divine worship.
The key word is "holy" or "holiness."
Someone has said that the book is the
"law pertaining to the Levites or
priests." A key question is how can a
holy God be approached and worshippe\l?
I ·
•
God's provision for worship included
the offering of sacrifices on the part
of worshipers .and the important function of the priests ·as leaders in worship. The sacrifices varied according to
the needs and purposes of, the worshipers. The five offerings were:
1. Th.e Burnt offering

2. The meal offering
3. The peace offering
4.

The sin offering

6.

The trespass offering

All the offerings required the sacrifice of animals except the meal offering.
Our study today in-volves the trespass or · guilt offering. This offering
was made in confession of fault and to
give satisfaction for some invasion of
the rights of others. All through the
book Leviticus we find types, shadows,
and symbols which were fulfilled in
Christ. The book of Hebrews presents
Christ as the Great High Priest who
"put away sin by the sacrifice of himself" ( Heb. 9 :26) .
I;

Offenses a~ainst a Holy God (Lev,
-5:17-19)

The basic idea involved in this particular offering is restitution. This is
first directed toward God. If a man invaded or disregarded the property
rights of anoth,e r individual, he should
DECEMBER 4, 1969

This Ieason treatment Is baaed Ill' the Lite and
Work Curriculum for Southern Baptlot Chareheo, eop:rricht b:r The Sanda:r School Board of
the Southern Baptiot Convention. All ria:ht. reoerved. Uoed b:r permiulon.

7, 1969

II.

Offenses against othel;'.s (Lev. 6:1·
5)

The · opening verses of Leviticus 6
deal with offenses to one's fellowman.
Verse 2 deals with embezzle:nent in respect to pledges on deposits, robbery,
and fraud. The word "neighbor" in this
The trespass offering involved a ram. context refers to a fellow IsraeJite. The
Another feature was the required pay- non-Israelite or "stranger within the
ment of full reparation for the trespass gate" was not on the same relationship
and an additional fine of one-fifth of ' but was to receive mercy from the Jew.
the whole amount involved.
Verse 5 indicates that full restitution must be made and 20 percent of
Pl~ase .keep in mind that this related
-to the tithe, which .is holy unto the the value added by way of compensaLord. The "holy things" included tithes tion. Then a trespass offe-ring must be
and offerings. If the sin or trespass made. Do we not need to emphasize
was comrr.itted in ignorance and ·its today · fair treatment of .one's fellowamount learned subsequently, full res- :man? Dishonesty is wrong, whether in
titution must be made and 20 percent Moses' day or our own. These offenses
added. First a ram would l)e offered as named in the above verses certainly
have modern-day application.
'
a sacrifice. The sin required s.acrifice.
offer a trespass offering. Please keep
in mind that every trespass was a sin
but not every sin was a trespass.

If this was the law in the Old Testament regarding such offenses as failure
·to tithe, are we exempt today from
paying God his tithe and interest on
the unpaid tithe? A person who fails
to tithe is simply a God-robber (see
Mal. 3:8-10). Failure to tithe is a sin
before God.
•·

III.

Forgiveness (Lev, 6 :6-7)

The meaning of the verses is <>"bvious.
What happens when we sin against another person ? We are tQ feel repentant,
ask God fQr forgi-veness, then ask pardon from the person we have offended.
We should make full reparation for the
USED AIR CONDITIONING injury we have done. Christ wants us
to be right with our fellowman. Please
COMPRESSORS
Sealcll bids will be taken on the fol- .go back and reread Matthew 18:15-20
lowing equipment until noon Wednes- (also .read Gal. 6:1-2).
day, December 17, 1969, at the office
of Central Baptist Church, Magnolia, Conclusion:
Arkansas. The Mechanical and RefrigPardon is available if we come to
eration Committee reserves the right
God through Christ, who js our suto reject any and all offers.
preme Trespass Offering. As such
Two (2) used 15 ton capacity, freon Christ 'will expiate sin, restore, redeem,
22 compressors with steel .bases, water and provide reconciliation. How impertype condensers, expansion valves, 15 . feet our service has been to Christ.
H.P. motors, complete with sets of belts How we stand in need of forgiving
and sheaves. Manufactured by Worth- grace! If we have sinned against God,
such as withholding our tithes, let us
ington Corporation. '
have courage and grace enough to come
Su'g·gested use; Air compressor with to Christ, confess our ·sins and be forafter cooler or for small church audi· given. 1
torium or e'ducatiollllll building. Chilled
Next week we shall deal with the
water system and coils can be adtied
glorious Isaiah 63 passage, which _is the
for best advantage.
Inspect units anytime by calling the greatest passage in all j;he Old Testament.
r
church office 501 234-2430.
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The

promis~

_of tbe Messiah
International
December 7, 1969 -·
Isaiah 9:2·7; 11:1-10;
52:13-53 :12;
61:1-3
Mieah 5:2-4

By VESTER E. WoLBER
Religion Department
Ouachita U_niversity

The Messiah
Isaiah and Micah foresaw the coming of God's anointed one, who would
ope.n the door of salvation unto all men.

The Outlines of the International Bible Lessons for Christian Teaching, Uniform s·~rles,
are· eopyrlghted by the InterDIBtional CouneH
of Religious Education. Used by permioslon.

Men of all nations are startled and
shocked when they begin to see and
understand the violence and ruthlessIsaiah saw the Messiah • as a
1 1.
ness of sin, when they begin to ,see and
man-child to be born in Israel to reign
comprehend the mercy and grace of
over an ever-expanding government.
He called him "Wonderful, Counsellor, God in Christ, when they begin to respond in faith to the redeeming love of
Mighty God, Everlasting Father, Prince
Jesus. As men and nations receive
of Peace" ·(9:6).
Christ personally into their lives and
2. Micah, a contemporary of Isaiah . accept his principles in society, the Serin eighth century Judah, foresaw Beth- vant is exalted and honored.
lehem as tHe place of the Saviour's
2. The undesirable servant (53:1-3).
birth (5:2). When in due time wise.
men came to Jerusalem i.n search of .the It' seems almost shameful to break up
Christ Child, the religious leaders in-~ the superb poetry of the prophet and
the .!ity recalled this passage and di- analyze its contents; but perhaps it
will not detract too much from the
rected them to Bethlehem.
fluid lines of Isaiah to say that there
Suffering Servant
are three basic ideas in these three
(lsa. 52:13-53 :12)
verses: (1) The servant is unpromising,
like a sprig or a tw:ig, and comes from
I. Introduction :· From humiliation to an unprom_ising source, "like a root out
~xaltation (52:13-15). In his humiliaof dry ground," from which source nothtion the etermi'l Son laid aside some of ing was expected. (2) He is undesirable,
his divine powers and became a human. having "no _form or comeliness," no
As a man he laid aside the normal "beauty" to make him desirable. His
rights and privileges of hu;rnanity and experience with grief as "a man of sorbecame a victim of ·injustice and foul rows" rendered him even less desirable
treatment. In his suffering on behalf to his own generation, as indeed in all
of men in Gethsemane, before the courts generations men recoi~ from the sacl'i·
of Jerusalem, and at Calvary, he "as- fice and suffering which discipleship
tonished" many.
· entails until they see why he suffered
( 1) They were astonished that one so and how he transformed suffering into
morally pure could ever be brought to an experience of joy. (3) He is un·
public execution. They were · astonished esteemed as men turn away :from him
that one so intelligent and capal:ile as and despise . him.
he would ever allow himself to suffer
3. His vicarious suffering ( 4-6). He
such indignities. They were astonished suffers as our substitute. Note the rethat he had deliberately set his face currence of the personal possessive pro·
toward such an execution and not only noun, "our griefs••. ou:r: sorrows••• our
sought but also welcomed it. They were transgressions. .. our iniquities. ·
astonished at the marks of violencE!
upon him from Roman whips and JuThese three verses in reverse order
dean thorns and Jewish hatred.
tell us about our sin, about ourselves,
(2) He will "startle" all nations. The and about our Saviour. (1) Sin is uniKing James version translates the word versal in that "all" have become in"sprinkle," but most modern scholars volved. ·rt ·is senseless, causing us to
prefer something like "startle." What conduct ourselves like stupid sheep. It
the passage mears is that just as the divides and scatters us, turning us each .
character and love of Jesus during the to his own way. (2) We interpret the
ordeal of trial and death astonished sufferings of Christ to be the afflic·
those who saw and heard him, so also tions of God, but we are wrong. · (3)
will he astonish and startle all the- In reality, he suffers :for our sins;. and
world when the truth of his vicarious because of his substitutionary sufferings, we are made well.
death is made known.
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4. His silent suffering. Although he
was the victim of oppresslon and malfunctioning justice and was stricken on
behalf of his people, Jesus suffered in
silence. Lil!:e a lamb being led to the
slaughter, Jesus voiced no complaint.
Although there had been "no deceit in
his mouth" and no violence in his conduct,. Jesus offered no complaint. He
suffered silently and with dignity, because he knew that he had come to
earth to redeem men, and he knew
what human' redemption would cost.

5. His victorious suffering (10-1f).
The reverent reader JWho is · acquanted
with the life of Jesus must restrain
himself lest he see Christ in evllry line.
Isaiah sketched four areas of truth in
the paragraph: (a} The suffering of
the servant was the will of God; (b)
The suffering of the se,v:ant satisfied
the Lord; (c) His suffering brought
many into right standing with God; and
(d) By his suffering for the sirls of
others the servant earned for himself
rich dividends.
Although the prophet did not foresee
the character and office of Christ in
such degree as to be able to portray
the details of his Slllffering and death,
it is altogether a's tounding that he was
able to construct an appropriate frame
and etch in a faint outline of a suffering Messiah; and when Peter, Paul
and John came with full knowledge to
paint in the details they didn't erase
a li~e of Isaiah's sketch.

Danish se~inary
holds dedication
The Danish Baptist Seminary in
Tollose dedicated new buildings which
provide it with a home of its own.
The buildings are en the same grounds
with "'the Baptist ·folk high school and
formerly the seminary simply occupied
some of t:'le rooms in the high school
building.
The new complex of three . buildings
includes one which has a library and
classroom. A second building provides
living quarters for single and married
stuC.ents, while • the third is the home
of 'president Erik Christensen.
Tollose is a rural cotnmunity located
50 kilometers (30 miles) west..of Copen. hagen. (EBPS)
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"Baptists Who Know, Care"

wUI

Church members
suppori
Baptist work in Arkansas and
around the world if they are informed of. tho! needs by reading
the ARKANSAS BAPTIST NEWS·
MAGAZINE.

Orient Tour That Is Different
Seven Countries, 21 Days, Depart
West Coast, July 9th 1970-return July 30, via Japan Airlines
Jet, A,ttend Baptist World Alliance Tokyo (optional), Visit Japan, TaiWaD. (Free China), Hong·
kong, Singapore, Thailand, Philip·
pines-Hawaii.
COST ONLY $1498
Experienced Tour Leader-World
Traveller,-Write or call for Free
Tour Folder to:
DR. JOHN A. ABERNATHY
1928 Hobson Avenue
Hot Springs, Ark.
Ph. 501/623-1798
Limited ~nace-&rcfll Now.

CHURCH FURNITURE

Daniel in the den
Ouachita University's Acting President Donald Seward, making an institutional report to the !16th Annual
Session of the Arkansas Baptist State
Convention, Ft. Smith, suggested this
as an appropriate introduction for
Ouachita President-Elect Daniel Grant;
"Lions, here is, Daniel-Daniel, here are
the lions!"

Arkansas-Michigan ties
Just ahead of his appearance on the
Arkansas Baptist State Convention program at Ft. Smith to bring official
_greetings from the Baptist State Convention of Michigan, Fred D. Hubbs,
executive secretary of the Michigan
Convention, heard the greetings from
Mayor Jack Freeze, of Ft. Smith.
Among other things, · Mayor Freeze
said that in the rough and tumble days
of frontier Ft. Smith, a huge gallows
that afforded hanging nooses for a dozen simultaneous executions was a part
of law and order in that city and that
the nearest federal prison was in Detroit, Mich., to which criminals were
sometimes taken by wagon
Recalling that Arkansas Baptists had
help~d to establish Southern Baptist
work in Michigan, Dr. Hubbs quipped:
"I knew there was a vital relationship between Arkansas and Michigan.
but I did not know that it went back
so far!"

At

Good Books for Christmas Gifts

A

"The Commissioned Churches in the
Current Crises"-$2.00 and $3.00 per.
copy,
postage
included (reduced
prices).

Price
Any Church Can Affo;fd
WAGONER BROTHERS
MANUFACTURING C,O.
Write or Call
Phone OR 5-2468
BOONEVILLE, ARKANSAS
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"Poor, old X~16 needs an overhaul and
we're taking up an office collection •• •~'

The NEW book: "The Grace of God in
Genesis" sells for $2.00 per copy
Order from the author, 0. M. Stallings,
1931 Duncan Street; Conway, Arkansas

November 28, 1989
Sunday Trainin1r Ch.
School Union Addns.
Church,
87
57
Alicia.
18
13
Arkadelphia, Shiloh
Bay, First
120
85
Berryville
129
First
70
'Freeman Heights
200
18
52
Rock Springs
81
58
Booneville, First
207
~44
146
Camden, First
488
Cherokee Village
74
89
Crossett
585
177
Firat
288
121
Mt. Olive
.'
North Crossett, First,
84
188
El Dorado
Caledonia
88
26
182
87
Ebenezer
688
Fayettev'ille, First
208
Ft. Smith, First
1:,155
382
2
Gentry, First
182
&4
Green Forest, First
182
90
Greenwood, First
284
107
Hampton, First
181
45
Harrison, Eagle Heights
279
79
. 261
110
4
Helena, First
Hot Springs
Emmanuel '
6'1
29
181
Grand. Avenue
Piney
168
85
Hope, .First
41'1
·147
J acksonvllle
Bayou Meto
98
162
s
First
608
130
1
185
Marshall Road .
s
300
Jonesboro
Central
481
177
8
Nettleton
122
800
Lake Hamilton
47
118
Little Rock
Arch view
1o5
84
Crystal Hill
167
70
Geyer Springs
858
2
290
Life Line
572
1
196
Magnolia, Central
849
881
Marked Tree
First
170
75
8
Nelswander
62
84
M'ineral Springs Central
115
55
Monroe
83
87
Monticello
Northside
118
67
Second
26'1
120
Norfork
7!
50
North Little Rock
Baring Cross
697
198
Southside Chapel
40
!8
Calvary
432
172
Central
288
'101
'
Forty-Seventh St.
172
90
1
Gravel Ridge
161
107 •
Highway
189
67
Levy
481
116
Park Hill
822
254
Sixteenth St.
62
85
Paris, First
838
107
Paragould
292 •
148
East Side •
First
665
178
Pine Bluff
Centennial
113
285
East Side
170
108
First
792
188
2
Green Meadowo
81
t4
• Second
199
80
Sprin11dale
Berry Street
12L
49
Caudle Avenue
108
28
Elmdale
434
-188
5
First
471
121
Trumann
82
6·!
Van Buren
First
408
1.48
Jesse Turner Mission
5
Chapel
84
Vandervoort
61
28
Walnut Ridge
291
114
Warren Westside
79
6&
Williford Springlake
89
44
Winthrop
58
1'7

New radio schedule

~t;~;.,;~~~:~~-r-~ ~-~ HU!1'1 1·

E. Butler Abington's Radio P~each
ing Ministry is riow · broadcast from
9:15 to 9:45 a.m. every Sunday over
Radio Station }\:SUD, West Memphis,
730 on the dial.

LimE GIANT MANUFACTURING CO.

It was originally broadcast from 10
to 10:30 a.m.

Also, fiberglass baptistries, spires, crosses
and
"Beauty
G_loss"
for
windows.

~

·~.~·

P 0 BOX 518 I 901 SEVENTH STREET I OILING£, TEXAS 17630
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At other conventions
Georgia federal aid d·ebate
del·c;~ys decision till 1970
Anglin's processed motion asked for
a special co~mittee to be appointed . to
raise $3 million in two years for Georgia Baptist schools; for Mercer trustees
to rescind their action to seek · federal
grants; and for Mercer trustees to "embark on a planned, concerted course
of action to improve t}le Christian atmosphere and witness of our institutiollSI." '
·

ATLANTA-The Georgia
Baptist
Convention, plagued by annual debates
over government funds fc;>r Baptist fnstitutions--and Mercer University in
particular-will have to deal with the
issue again next year.
At its 1969 session, here Mercer and
its federal . aid policies were almost the ·
sole topic of discussion and debate. The
final outcome of the 1969 ,convention
was a compromise motion which continues 'the matter for another year.

After more debate; the convention approved a substitute motion that Anglin's motion be referred to the convention's executive committee for further
study and report at the 1970 convention
in Augusta.

Mercer trustees consumed more than
an· hour of convention time explaining
their action ,of last February in which
they applied for three federal construction grants, totaling $570,000, despite
three convention votes in the past five
years against any tax monies for Georgia Baptist institutions.

But at the next session, Anglin was
back at the podium with another mot\on, this one requesting Merc·er trustees
to withhold any appeal for, or acceptance of, government funds until the
executive committee makep its report
-ih November of 1970.

The essence of the trustee explanation was a reaffirmation of the autonomy of the trustees and assertion that
their action was "not flauntive of the
convention" but a necessary action in
light of financial pressures.

This time Anglin's motion passed
with little discussion and an overwhelming majority vote.
In other convention action, the messengers authorized Georgia Bapt.i st
Hospital in Atlanta to borrow up to
$6 million to add new patient facilities
and renovate existing facilities Th'e
proposed addition will cost about $11.8
million and $3 million is already on
hand in gifts and pledges.·

The trustees' statement concluded:
"We have sought only to assume the
full measure · of our responsibilities and
duties as trustees. · We prayerfully and
earnestly solicit your understanding and
your support."
But heated' debate followed, revolving
around the issue .o f control- whether or
not the convention had legal power to
overrule the federal grants applications of the Mercer trustees.
The issue seemed to be resolved when
the convention adopted a compromise
motion made by J. Thorton Williams,
pastor of Trinity Church, Moultrie, Ga.,
and a former convention president.
Williams' motion reaffirmed the autonomy of Mercer trustees, but "reminded them" that "we have placed in . your
keeping sacred trusts," and asked them
to "remember your commitment to
Baptist principles, an~ to the well-being
of our total tasks o:f which the institution is a part."
The next morning, however, a threeJilronged motion relating to Mercer and
federal aid was made by B. R. Auglin,
pastor from Harrison, Ga., a~d a longtime spokesman for church-state separation in Georgia Baptist Convention
sessions.

1

The authoriZI8tion to borrow spelledout that it would come from "a commercial lending institution or. private
person.!' A similar vote in 1968 hiil said
"at the lowest interest rate available,"
and had been construed by many as
authority to make a government loan.
Georgia Baptist also approved a maj'o r overhaul of their constitution. The
biggest and most controversial change
is one which gives more voting power
to larger churches which give larger financial support to convention causes.
A l97o Cooperative Program budget
of $'5,648,000 was approved, representing a five per cent increase over 1969.
About 10 per cent will be deducted for
administration and promotion with the
remainder divided equally between
Georgia and Southern Convention
causes.
Walter L. Moore, pastor of Vineville
Church, Macon, ·was re-ekcted to a second term as president. The convention
will meet for its 1970 sessions at First
Church, Augusta, Nov. '9 -11. (BP) .

Utah-Idaho elects
Negro ~o board
TWIN
FALLS,
Id~tho-The
Utah-IQ.aho .Southern Baptist Convention, in a meeting described by
some as more like a large revival
service than a convention, elected
for the first time a Negro to
serve on the convention's executive board.
He is Ira Martin, pastor of Shiloh Church; Salt Lafe City, Utah.
Emmanuel McCall, guest SP.eaker, who is associate secretary of
work with National Baptists at
the Southern Baptist Home Mission Board, commented that he ·
believed Martin is the first Negro
to· be elected to the executive ·
board of any Southern Baptist
state convention.
The Kansas convention's financial dilemma was presented for
the consideration of the 220 messengers in attendance, and subsequently a motion was made to
take an offering at the last seailion. A total of $189.31. was collectedl
The motion further asked pastors to present the Kansas prob·
lem to individual church for consideration.
Lavoid Robertl!on, pastor of '
First .Southern Church, Clearfield.
Utah, was elected president for
1970. Ne~t year's convention will
be at First Southern Church, Salt
Lake City, Utah, ~ov. 9-10. (BP)

